1. The scary monster wrote a spelling list on a napkin and gave it to my sister before supper.

2. In the winter, I suggested that the puppet should teach a lesson in any subject.

3. When sitting in traffic, I happened to see lettuce and a dog collar sitting in a basket on the side of the road.

66 points

1. The families had copies of their lists of supplies to get for the parties.

2. The students who had pockets and wore glasses made wishes that their bodies would grow ten inches.

3. With their pencils, the teacher had the students write the words pennies, plants, bunches, and crashes neatly on their papers.

61 points
Spelling Dictation  
Unit 1 – Week 3

1. The funniest thing to do when swimming is getting your sister wet and then taking her towel away leaving her freezing.

2. I was worried when I emptied the heavier trash can, but then I was pleased when the strangest man helped me.

3. I became angrier after I shopped, when I saw someone was using the greatest and easiest tool to save money.

73 points

Spelling Dictation  
Unit 1 – Week 4

1. On Sunday, the coach had thrown a peach through the window and it floated in the pool.

2. When stepping on my brother’s shadow, I saw the display of grains and sliced cheese at the store.

3. I had a funny dream that my hair was in a braid when I agreed to have my teeth cleaned.

67 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 1 – Week 5

1. The proud man was employed and appointed king on his one thousand mile voyage when he avoided the angry pirates.

2. While I was in the shower, my mom made the choice to broil a great amount of meat for one hour.

3. The wolf was on the prowl and became annoyed when he found poison ivy, so he watched a ball bounce.

70 points

Spelling Dictation
Unit 2 – Week 1

1. The pilot finished a rapid flight while listening to music and eating salad.

2. The female pupil was pulling a heavy wagon with lemons and tulips inside.

3. The robot was very silent because had to focus on the camel even though he wanted to do something else.

52 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 2 – Week 2

1. My funny uncle put a pickle and a bowl of noodles in the middle of the table.

2. The gentle people said a riddle and tried to juggle at the same time, but they couldn’t handle it.

3. The little poodle tried to sit on a horse saddle, but he had some trouble because he thought it would be simple!

67 points

Spelling Dictation
Unit 2 – Week 3

1. “Did you bring your toothbrush, earrings, sunglasses, and homework to the campground?” asked my mother.

2. During the snowstorm, I got a haircut and watched butterflies flying over the lawnmower on the football field.

3. The scarecrow sat in the sandbox holding a blueberry and a bag of popcorn while watching trains on the railroad.

67 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 2 – Week 4

1. It was a thrill watching the king throw three balls from his throne and making a big splash in the pool across the street!

2. My friend and I wanted to splurge on the square strawberry cake, so we split it between each other!

3. Without any strength, the mouse squeaked and squeezed through the hole scratching his throat along the way.

68 points

Spelling Dictation
Unit 2 – Week 5

1. My father’s nephew was a great pitcher and won an athlete trophy!

2. My mom likes to watch other weather and fashion channels while teaching my sister the alphabet.

3. My favorite chapter in the English book was about a boy who would catch flies and make them shrink in a flash!

58 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 3 – Week 2

1. My unhappy mom recalled that my brother disagreed with her, because he had to unload the dishwasher after he made a mistake on his homework.

2. The students dislike when they misspell words and then have to rewrite them in an unknown place.

3. The dishonest pirates would react strangely if they saw someone unroll the carpet, see something disappear, and see their ship replaced.

Spelling Dictation
Unit 3 – Week 3

1. The judge stared at the large clock when he marked the edge of the page with an orange pen.

2. Did you brother wear a badge on his jacket and have a lot of change in his pocket?

3. After riding over the crack in the street, Tom braked at the ridge of the mountain when he saw a small kitten.
1. My mother had an illness, so it was worthless to quietly keep the kitchen spotless and beautiful.

2. The cheerful, helpful man suddenly came to our house to safely fix our wireless internet.

3. After watching the man daily, I finally had to thank him for his fairness and kindness during the painful tennis match.

63 points

---

1. "The lady with wrinkles turned the knob with her wrist and found a hand-written note with a beautiful design," said Billy.

2. Did you know a lamb can hold a wrench and climb up a tree with its thumbs?

3. The girl was assigned to knit a knot, while watching the mouse gnaw at the cookie crumbs.

68 points
1. Did the children, women, and men play banjos and wear scarves and cuffs at the same time?

2. All of the wolves chased the mice, sheep, and geese across the farm trying to be heroes.

3. The elves took knives and cut all the cookies in halves while standing on their feet.

60 points

1. My perfect mom woke up early because she was certain she was going to get herself to do a third workout before she went to work.

2. The little boy dug his dirty hands into the earth trying to find a worm so he could earn a verb game.

3. She was very thirsty in the world while trying to calm her nerves during the word game.

71 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 4 – Week 3

1. Overtime, we walked outside at midnight to see plants overgrown and rivers that were overflowed.

2. The outgoing teenager prepaid for a ticket to be able to go on the outfield in the outdoors of the Midwest.

3. She was overdue on her bill, so she had to take a pretest on prefixes and write an outline starting at the midpoint of the paper.

71 points

Spelling Dictation
Unit 4 – Week 4

1. The actress, artist, and hostess went to see the organist play a beautiful song with some tourists from Mexico.

2. The tutor, who was a swimmer, wanted to talk to the seller and editor of the newspaper who were petting a lioness.

3. The shipper, chemist, and investor talked to the conductor about making an appointment to go see the dentist.

72 points
Spelling Dictation
Unit 4 – Week 5

1. The **children** had **complete** control to inspect the **pilgrim**’s home.

2. The district needed the **monster**’s **address** to give him one **hundred** samples of **instant oatmeal**.

3. “Can you make a sentence with the words: **surprise**, **contrast**, **explode**, and **substance**?” asked Mrs. Clark.

   59 points

---

Spelling Dictation
Unit 5 – Week 1

1. The two students played their **violin** and **piano** and **created** a piece of music to play at the **stadium** that was heard on the **radio**.

2. The pioneer went to the **rodeo** and saw a **duo** and **trio** playing on the **medium**-sized **patio**.

3. The man’s great **idea** was to go to the **studio** to **create** a **video** with some great **audio** pieces.

   69 points
1. My mom knew the right answer, but she was too weak to write it down.

2. In two weeks, my sister will have to bring the new flowers up the stairs to the garden.

3. Did you know our family had to stare at flour for one hour?

---

1. The author always likes walnuts and sausage for his dinner because he enjoys eating at dawn.

2. She small girl already fell on the lawn twice when she tried to gather false straw.

3. The lady also found a flaw on her jacket when she gave an applause after the play.
Spelling Dictation
Unit 5 – Week 4

1. The daughter thought she bought chalk as she walked home and fought with her brother.

2. "You ought to be taught how to cough and fill up the trough that you bought!" shouted Ben.

3. She sought out the person who stalked and caught the dog and made him talk!

58 points

Spelling Dictation
Unit 5 – Week 5

1. The foolish, selfish man ate a crunchy food while waiting for the shipment to arrive in the neighborhood without movement.

2. Childhood and parenthood can be rocky and bumpy roads that sometimes make you sleepy!

3. On a rainy day, the childish man had to make a payment for his cough treatment.

58 points
1. On Tuesday, the school sold fruit, cookies, noodles, and a few bookmarks.

2. It was true that the goose saw a bushel of oats and chewed on them while sitting on a cushion.

3. Did the man in a fancy, black suit have to use glue to fix the paper balloon?

61 points

---

1. The family went to another circus and saw an animal that was afraid of the item.

2. He wanted to travel to the open plains, but he only had two nickels, sugar, and a gallon of water.

3. Upon getting the important paper, Rose found a melon above the stove.

59 points
1. I took a vacation, but I was pointed in the wrong direction to the mansion where the celebration was happening.

2. When doing my division problems, I questioned my vision when I saw the creature with strange features on the furniture.

3. The fiction story was full of action with lots of sculpture collisions in another culture.

65 points

---

1. The remarkable child came unprepared because he was misbehaving and displayed unacceptable behavior during refreshments.

2. The man carefully and gracefully reappeared to the party, but he was unbearably uncomfortable in his suit.

3. The girl was overdoing it, because she impossibly showed leadership and ownership during the oncoming storm.

56 points
1. When you hear the signal, please sign the paper with your signature when you are able to make the deal.

2. The boys in the fancy, cloth clothes were pleasant and not mean to nature.

3. He had a natural ability when he dealt the cards and meant to do it in a certain order.

61 points